A. H. PANKOW was South Dakota’s first publicity director and a driving force in the early days of the state’s tourism industry. The A. H. PANKOW AWARD recognizes a member of the media or public relations industry who has provided exceptional coverage of South Dakota.

A. H. PANKOW AWARD NOMINATION:
(PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE)

NAME: ________________________________________________________________

ADDRESS: __________________________________________________________

QUALIFICATIONS: ____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

NOMINATOR: _________________________________________________________

BUSINESS ADDRESS: _________________________________________________

PHONE: ____________________________ EMAIL: __________________________

PLEASE RETURN YOUR NOMINATION FORM TO:
Harla Jessop, Department of Tourism, 711 East Wells Avenue, Pierre, SD 57501

• OR •

email: Harla.Jessop@TravelSouthDakota.com
by November 22, 2019.